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We propose dynamic terahertz (THz) emission microscopy (DTEM) to visualize temporal–spatial dynamics of
photoexcited carriers in electronic materials. DTEM utilizes THz pulses emitted from a sample by probe pulses
irradiated after pump pulse irradiation to perform time-resolved two-dimensional mapping of the THz pulse emis-
sion, reflecting various carrier dynamics. Using this microscopy, we investigated carrier dynamics in the gap re-
gion of low-temperature-grown GaAs and semi-insulating GaAs photoconductive switches of the identical-dipole
type. The observed DTEM images are well explained by the change in the electric potential distribution between
the electrodes caused by the screening effect of the photoexcited electron-hole pairs. © 2016 Chinese Laser Press

OCIS codes: (110.6795) Terahertz imaging; (320.7120) Ultrafast phenomena.
http://dx.doi.org/10.1364/PRJ.4.0000A9

1. INTRODUCTION
The development of high-speed optoelectronic devices is nec-
essary for obtaining advanced information in the near future.
For the development of such devices, evaluation of the ultra-
fast dynamics of photoexcited carriers is indispensable [1–8].
Several methods using the optical pump-and-probe technique
are employed for this purpose [8–17]. Among these, optical
pump-and-probe terahertz (THz) emission spectroscopy
(PPTS) can evaluate the dynamics of photoexcited carriers
in the vicinity of the surface of electrical materials and devices
[16,17]. However, PPTS can investigate the ultrafast carrier
dynamics only in a local area irradiated by optical pump-
and-probe pulses.

On the other hand, the laser THz emission microscope
(LTEM) is a novel THz imaging tool that directly captures
two-dimensional images showing the amplitude of THz pulses
emitted from a sample by femtosecond optical pulse irradia-
tion [18–20]. The LTEM can be applied to various electronic
materials and devices that emit THz pulses by femtosecond
optical pulse irradiation. LTEM enables the visualization of
the electric-field distribution in a sample because the ampli-
tude of the THz pulse is almost proportional to the local elec-
tric field at the femtosecond optical pulse irradiation spot.
Photoexcited carriers are accelerated by the local electric
field and emit a THz pulse because of the ultrafast current
modulation, according to the classical formula of electrody-
namics:

ETHz ∝ ∂J∕∂t; (1)

where ETHz is the radiated electric field in the far-field
approximation, and J is the photoinduced current.

Another unique feature of the LTEM is its spatial resolution,
which is determined by the femtosecond laser-beam spot size

and not by the THz wavelength. Therefore, it is possible to
obtain an LTEM image with a sub-micrometer resolution [20].

In the present study, we propose dynamic THz emission
microscopy (DTEM), which has an unprecedented high
function associating the LTEM with PPTS, and demonstrate
its superior performance via the experimentally obtained
spatiotemporal photoexcited-carrier dynamics in a low-
temperature-grown GaAs (LT-GaAs) photoconductive antenna
(PCA) and a semi-insulating GaAs (SI-GaAs) PCA.

2. EXPERIMENTAL
In the DTEM measurement, there are two ways to irradiate
pump pulses to a sample. One is to irradiate the pump and
probe pulses at the same position by scanning both pulses
over the sample surface simultaneously. Another is to irradi-
ate the pump pulses in a fixed area to be investigated while
scanning the probe pulses over the sample surface. In the
present study, the latter approach was adopted to observe
the dynamics of the photoexcited carriers generated by pump
pulse irradiation in the gap region of the GaAs PCA; moreover,
the amplitude of a THz pulse excited by a focused probe pulse
was measured and mapped as a function of the probe position
by changing the time delay between the pump and probe
pulses in the DTEM measurements. Therefore, the probe
pulses were optically chopped for the lock-in detection of
the THz pulse. In imaging, the delay stage for the probe pulses
was fixed at the peak position of the time-domain waveform of
the THz pulse, and the focused probe pulses were scanned
over the sample surface by using a galvanometer. Thus,
we observed the temporal–spatial electric-field distribution
induced by photoexcited carriers through the pump pulse
irradiation with a time resolution corresponding to the femto-
second pulse width.
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A. Optical System Setup
Figure 1 shows a schematic of the optical system constructed
for the DTEM study. A mode-locked Ti:sapphire laser (Spectra
Physics; Mai Tai) produced the femtosecond optical pulses
(pulse width: 100 fs; central wavelength: 800 nm; repetition
rate: 82 MHz). The optical pulses were split into pump, probe,
and trigger pulses by using beam splitters. The plane of polari-
zation of the probe pulse was set perpendicular to that of the
pump pulse by using a half-wave plate. The optical path of the
pump pulse had a delay stage to control the optical time delay
between the pump and probe pulses. An optical chopper was
set in the probe path for the lock-in detection of the THz
pulses excited by the probe pulses. The THz waves from the
sample radiated into free space and were collimated and
focused onto a detector with a dipole-type LT-GaAs PCA by
using a pair of off-axis parabolic mirrors. The trigger pulses
were focused onto the photoswitch region of the detector
through another optical delay stage. The position of the delay
stage for the trigger pulses was automatically moved using a
computer for measurement of the time-domain waveform of
the THz pulse and fixed at a constant position, yielding the
maximum positive amplitude of the THz pulse for the mea-
surement of DTEM images. We observed DTEM images by the
x–y scanning of the probe pulses over a square region, includ-
ing the pump pulse irradiation area, on a sample surface by
using a galvanometer controlled by a computer. We checked
the delay time between the pump and probe pulse irradiations
prior to the DTEM measurements. For this purpose, an addi-
tional optical chopper was inserted into the optical path of
the pump pulse laser, and the time-domain waveforms of the
THz pulses excited by the pump and probe pulses were simul-
taneously observed. Thus, we determined the delay time
between the pulses with an accuracy of ∼0.1 ps.

In the measurements, we used a commercially available
LT-GaAs PCA (Hamamatsu Photonics K. K.) and a homemade
SI-GaAs PCA, which have an identical dipole antenna shape
with 5 μm long and 10 μm wide gap regions made of Au and
Au/Ti thin films, respectively. Figure 2 shows a probe laser
reflection image of the LT-GaAs PCA observed by using a
photodiode in this system. Here, the white and black regions
correspond to LT-GaAs and Au electrodes, respectively. In the

DTEM (or LTEM) measurements, the focal spot sizes of the
pump and probe pulses were fixed at 12 and 1 μm, respec-
tively. The center of the focal spot of the pump pulse was fixed
at the center of the gap of PCA for the photoexcitation of the
area including both electrodes.

We estimated the spatial resolution of the constructed sys-
tem by using the laser reflection image. It was estimated as
∼1.5 μm from 10% to 90% of the width of the degree of leaning
of the boundary line in the line profile along the inserted line
of Fig. 2(a). We can improve the spatial resolution to better
than 0.6 μm by using an objective lens with a large numerical
aperture (>0.42) and a solid immersion lens with a high refrac-
tive index to reduce the focal-spot size [20].

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In the measurements, we adopted two kinds of PCAs to evalu-
ate the performance of the constructed DTEM system. We ex-
pected to observe different characteristics between the two
PCAs because of the differences in the physical properties
of the photoexcited carriers, such as the mobility and lifetime.
In addition to the evaluation of the system performance, it is
important to investigate the dynamics of the photoexcited
carriers in an LT-GaAs PCA, because LT-GaAs PCAs are con-
ventionally used for THz pulse emitters and detectors. This

Fig. 1. Schematic of the optical-system setup for DTEM. This system can also observe laser reflection images of a sample by monitoring the
reflection beam of the probe laser using a photodiode.
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Fig. 2. (a) Laser reflection image of LT-GaAs PCA with a 5 μm long
and a 10 μm wide gap region and (b) a line profile along the inserted
line in (a). The spatial resolution was estimated as ∼1.5 μm from 10%
to 90% of the width of the degree of leaning of the boundary line.
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study may advance our understanding of the dynamics of the
electric-field screening induced by the photoexcited carriers.

Through the LTEM and DTEMmeasurements in the present
study, we applied a direct-current bias voltage of 10 V to the
electrodes of the PCA. The left and right electrodes were
negatively and positively biased, respectively.

A. DTEM Studies on LT-GaAs
Prior to the investigation of the detailed dynamics of photo-
excited carriers in LT-GaAs, we observed a DTEM image be-
fore the 2.5 ps of the pump pulse irradiation at a pump laser
power of Ppump � 30 mW and a probe laser power of Pprobe �
1 mW and observed an LTEM image without any pump pulse
irradiation at Ppump � 0 mW and Pprobe � 1 mW. Figures 3(a)
and 3(b) show the LTEM and DTEM images, respectively,
superimposed on the corresponding laser reflection images.
Here, the bright region corresponds to the area where strong
THz pulse emission occurred. We observe that strong THz
pulse emission occurred only near the negatively biased
electrode in the LTEM image without pump pulse irradiation.
In addition to the THz pulse emission near the negatively
biased electrode, a THz pulse emission also occurred near
the positively biased electrode, as shown in the DTEM image.
These results indicate that the influence of the last pump pulse

remained in the DTEM measurement before the pump pulse
irradiation, although there was a time interval of ∼12 ns
between the consecutive pulse irradiations. It is generally con-
sidered that the lifetime of photoexcited carriers is very short
in LT-GaAs, because the photoexcited carriers are immedi-
ately captured by the stoichiometric defects caused by the
excess As (As precipitates) in the material [4,5]. However,
the difference between the two images apparently shows
the occurrence of electric-field distortion between the two
electrodes induced by the pump pulse that had been irradiated
about 12 ns ago. It is considered that lots of electrons should
be excited to the conduction band from the valence band,
leaving positively charged holes by the pump pulse irradia-
tion, and immediately recombine with the holes through the
ultrafast scattering at As precipitates, whereas small amounts
of electrons should be also excited from the As precipitates
and some impurity (or defect) states lying in the mid gap
region of GaAs [5,21,22]. Under these conditions small num-
bers of holes may be trapped at some localized impurity (or
defect) states after the 12 ns of the excitation and screen the
electric field in the central gap region between the electrodes
by forming the weak space charge with the spatially separated
electrons in the conduction band.

Figures 3(c) and 3(d) show the respective band profiles
expected from the LTEM and DTEM images and from the
above assumed conditions. It is considered that the strong
THz pulse emission near the negatively biased electrode in
the LTEM image was due to the large gradient of electric
potential induced by the bias voltage and the band bending
at the Au/GaAs interface, as shown in Fig. 3(c). On the other
hand, the THz pulse emission near the positively biased elec-
trode in the DTEM image was probably due to electric-field
screening in the central region between the electrodes, as
shown in Fig. 3(d).

To investigate the screening effect more carefully, PPTS
measurements were performed at characteristic points inside
the gap region, that is, near the positively and negatively
biased electrodes and at the center between the two elec-
trodes, as indicated by the colored circles in Fig. 3(b).
Figure 4 shows the variation of the amplitude of the THz pulse
excited by the probe pulse irradiation as a function of the
pump-and-probe delay time. For the measurements, pump
pulses irradiated the sample simultaneously with probe pulses
at t � 2.5 ps, as indicated by the arrow in Fig. 4. The ampli-
tude changed abruptly after the pump pulse irradiation at
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Fig. 3. (a) LTEM image of the LT-GaAs PCA obtained under the
laser-power conditions of Ppump � 0 mW and Pprobe � 1 mW and
(b) DTEM image of the LT-GaAs PCA obtained before the 2.5 ps of
a pump pulse irradiation under laser-power conditions of Ppump �
30 mW and Pprobe � 1 mW. To clarify the region of the THz pulse
emission, each image is superimposed on its laser reflection image.
The brightness corresponds to the strength of the THz pulse emission.
(c) and (d) show the band profiles between the electrodes expected
from (a) the LTEM image and (b) the DTEM image, respectively.
Here, (c) indicates that the electric-field screening slightly occurs
in the central gap region between the electrodes, probably due
to the space charge formed between spatially separated electrons
in the conduction band and the holes trapped at some localized impu-
rity (or defect) states with a long relaxation time.
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Fig. 4. Optical pump-and-probe THz emission spectra observed near
the positive electrode (red), near the negative electrode (blue), and at
the center (black) of the gap region, as indicated by the correspond-
ingly colored circles in Fig. 3(b). The arrow at t � 2.5 ps indicates the
simultaneous irradiation of the sample with pump and probe pulses.
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t � 2.5 ps. The amplitude at the center (black line) rapidly
decreased, was minimized only ∼0.5 ps after the pump pulse
irradiation, and then almost recovered to its original state
within 5 ps. In contrast, the amplitudes of the THz pulses emit-
ted near the positively (blue line) and negatively (red line)
biased electrodes rapidly increased, were maximized ∼2 ps
after the pump pulse irradiation, and then almost recovered
to their original states within 4 ps. These results indicate that
an electric-field screening effect occurred in the central gap
region between the electrodes owing to the spatially sepa-
rated electron-hole pairs excited by the pump pulse, and they
also show its fast recovery—within several picoseconds—due
to the very short lifetime of the photoexcited carriers in
LT-GaAs [4,5].

To obtain further detailed information about the photoex-
cited-carrier dynamics depending on the x–y position in the
gap region, DTEM measurements were performed by chang-
ing the delay time between the pump and probe pulses.
Figure 5 shows the time variation of a three-dimensional
(3D) map of the amplitude of THz pulse emissions from the
rectangular region (12 μm × 5 μm), including both electrodes,
as shown in the bottom illustration. As expected from the
PPTS data shown in Fig. 4, the amplitude of the THz pulse
emitted near both the Au/LT-GaAs interfaces rapidly in-
creased and slowly recovered. The amplitude of the THz pulse
along the middle of the two electrodes decreased the most and
recovered because of the screening effect of the electron-hole
pairs with a short lifetime of several picoseconds. Because the
applied bias voltage of 10 V was constant, the screened elec-
tric field in the central region was redistributed to the areas
near the positively and negatively biased electrodes. With the
redistribution of the bias voltage, the amplitudes of the THz
pulses emitted near both electrodes increased, whereas
that of the THz pulse emitted along the middle of the two

electrodes decreased, as shown in Fig. 5. In the DTEM mea-
surements, we observed the carrier dynamics more clearly
along a specific line in a sample. Figure 6 shows such a spa-
tiotemporal 3D plot along the inserted line in Fig. 2(a). Thus,
DTEM is a useful tool for evaluating the temporal–spatial dy-
namics of photoexcited carriers and is also excellent to detect
phenomena that may be overlooked using only PPTS mea-
surement, through the dynamic imaging.

B. DTEM Studies on SI-GaAs
The DTEM studies on SI-GaAs were conducted at approxi-
mately the same flow as those on LT-GaAs, and we first ob-
served an LTEM image without pump pulse irradiation under
laser-power conditions of Ppump � 0 mW and Pprobe � 1 mW,
and a DTEM image before the 12 ps of pump pulse irradiation
at Ppump � 30 mW and Pprobe � 1 mW. Figures 7(a) and 7(b)
show the LTEM and DTEM images, respectively, superim-
posed on the corresponding laser reflection images. The
LTEM image indicates that strong THz pulse emission oc-
curred only near the positively biased electrode. On the other
hand, the DTEM image shows that the THz pulse emission was
stronger near the negatively biased electrode than near the
positively biased electrode. These two images indicate that
the influence of the last pump pulse strongly remained and
distorted the electric-field distribution between the electrodes
via the screening effect of the photoexcited carriers due to the
last pump pulse in the DTEM image, as the places where the
THz pulses were most strongly emitted were completely re-
placed between the images.

Figures 7(c) and 7(d) show the band profiles expected from
the LTEM and DTEM images, respectively. Here, we first con-
sidered the electric contact conditions between SI-GaAs and
Ti, as the metal electrodes made of Au/Ti used for the SI-GaAs
PCA differed from those made of Au used for the LT-GaAs
PCA. We deposited a Ti thin film on the SI-GaAs surface as
a barrier layer to prevent the diffusion of metal atoms into
SI-GaAs and to obtain a good ohmic contact with low resis-
tance. Therefore, the band-bending condition induced in
SI-GaAs near the (Au/Ti)/SI-GaAs interface should have dif-
fered from that induced in LT-GaAs near the Au/LT-GaAst =0 ps
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Fig. 5. Time variation of a 3D map of the THz pulse amplitude emit-
ted from a rectangular region of 12 μm × 5 μm, including both elec-
trodes, as shown in the bottom illustration. The pump pulse was
irradiated to the entire LT-GaAs area at t � 2.5 ps.

Fig. 6. Spatiotemporal 3D plot of the amplitude of the THz pulse
emitted along the central line in the x direction of Fig. 3(b) [corre-
sponding to the inserted line in Fig. 2(a)]. The red and yellow arrows
indicate the middle position in the gap region between the two elec-
trodes and the time taken for the simultaneous irradiation of the pump
and probe pulses to the sample, respectively.
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interface and was considered to have the band profile illus-
trated in Fig. 7(c). As shown here, the band bending of
SI-GaAs near the interface should have a curvature that is
smaller or has the opposite sign compared with that of LT-
GaAs having the interface with Au. Thus, there is a possibility
that the LTEM image shows strong THz pulse emission near
the positively biased electrode, which occurred because of the
large electric-potential gradient induced by the bias voltage
and the band bending with a curvature of opposite sign at
the (Au/Ti)/SI-GaAs. Another possibility is that the electron
mobility μe was far higher than the hole mobility μh in SI-
GaAs [23,24] and also far higher than the electron mobility
in LT-GaAs [25,26]. By adopting the mobilities of μe �
8500 cm2 V−1 s−1 and μh � 400 cm2 V−1 s−1 from [23], we cal-
culate that the photoexcited electrons could move ∼1.7 μm
for 1 ps, whereas the photoexcited holes could move only
∼0.08 μm under an electric field of 2 × 106 Vm−1 (correspond-
ing to a bias voltage of 10 V applied to the electrodes with a
gap length of 5 μm). Therefore, the photoexcited electrons
near the positively biased electrodes could quickly approach
the positively biased electrode and enter, while the photoex-
cited holes near the negatively biased electrode could not
smoothly approach the opposite electrode. It is considered
that these two factors—the band bending near the interface

and the difference in the mobility between photoexcited
electrons and holes—cooperatively acted on the strong THz
pulse emission near the positively biased electrode in the
LTEM image.

On the other hand, the THz pulse emission pattern observed
in the DTEMmeasurements can be understood by considering
two factors: electric-field screening by spatially separated
electron-hole pairs and the difference in the mobility between
the photoexcited electrons and holes.

The lifetime of the photoexcited carriers in SI-GaAs is
ascribed to the consumption of the kinetic energy of the pho-
toexcited free carriers by carrier-phonon scattering to the
band edge or to form excitons and is longer than 100 ps
[27]. Therefore, the negatively charged photoexcited electrons
with a high mobility can move far away from the positively
charged photoexcited holes under the applied bias condition
and form a space charge with the spatially separated holes.
Thus, it is considered that the domain of the electric-field
screening due to the spatially separated electron-hole pairs
is located near the positively biased electrode, as shown in
Fig. 7(d). It is further considered that the THz pulse emission
occurs more strongly near the negatively biased electrode
than near the positively biased electrode.

As previously shown, the pump laser power of Ppump �
30 mW (irradiation photon density: 1.95 × 1015 cm−2) is too
high to investigate the dynamics of the photoexcited carriers
in SI-GaAs. Therefore, we reduced Ppump until a DTEM image
that was almost the same as the LTEM image in Fig. 7(a) was
obtained, before the PPTS and DTEMmeasurements. We then
conducted the following detailed DTEM studies by setting the
pump laser power as Ppump � 1 mW (irradiation photon den-
sity: 6.48 × 1013 cm−2). Figure 8 shows a DTEM image of the
SI-GaAs PCA obtained before the pump pulse irradiation
under the condition of Ppump � Pprobe � 1 mW. In this condi-
tion, the strong screening effect due to the spatially separated
electron-hole pairs was greatly restricted, and the THz pulse
emission occurred more strongly near the positively biased
electrode than near the negatively biased electrode, similarly
to the case of the LTEM image in Fig. 8(a).

PPTS measurements were performed at characteristic
points inside the gap region, similarly to the case of the
LT-GaAs PCA. Figure 9 shows the variation of the amplitude
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Fig. 7. (a) LTEM image of the SI-GaAs PCA obtained under laser-
power conditions of Ppump � 0 mW and Pprobe � 1 mW and
(b) DTEM image of the SI-GaAs PCA obtained before the 12 ps of
a pump pulse irradiation under laser-power conditions of Ppump �
30 mW and Pprobe � 1 mW. To clarify the region of the THz pulse
emission, each image is superimposed on its laser reflection image.
The brightness corresponds to the strength of the THz pulse emission.
(c) and (d) show the band profiles between the electrodes expected
from (a) the LTEM image and (b) the DTEM image, respectively. Here,
(c) indicates that the electric-field screening strongly occurs near the
positively biased electrode due to the space charge formed between
spatially separated electron-hole pairs.

Fig. 8. DTEM image of the SI-GaAs PCA obtained before the pump
pulse irradiation under the laser-power condition of Ppump �
Pprobe � 1 mW. To clarify the region of the THz pulse emission, the
image is superimposed on its laser reflection image. In this laser-
power condition, the strong screening effect due to the spatially
separated electron-hole pairs was restricted, and THz pulse emission
occurred more strongly near the positively biased electrode than near
the negatively biased electrode.
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of the THz pulse excited by the probe pulse irradiation as a
parameter of the pump-and-probe delay time. For the mea-
surements, the pump pulses irradiated the sample simultane-
ously with probe pulses at t � 12 ps. The amplitude changed
abruptly after the pump pulse irradiation at t � 12 ps. The
amplitude at the center (black line) rapidly decreased, was
minimized ∼1.5 ps after the pump pulse irradiation, and then
exhibited a considerably slow recovery, but it had not recov-
ered to its original state even after 100 ps. The amplitude of
the THz pulse emitted near the positively (blue line) biased
electrode also decreased. It decreased more slowly but more
intensely than that in the central region (black line). It is noted
that the amplitude reaches an almost zero level. In contrast,
the amplitude of the THz pulse emitted near the negatively
(red line) biased electrode increased after the pump pulse
irradiation. The increasing curve of the blue line and the
decreasing curve of the red line have shapes that contrast
each other and show no sign of recovery. These results clearly
suggest that the electric-field screening domain formed by the
photoexcited electron-hole pairs gradually spreads out on the
right side in a time scale of more than 10 ps and maintains
the domain for a long time—more than 100 ps—because of the
considerably long lifetime of the spatially separated electron-
hole pairs.

To obtain more detailed information about the photoex-
cited-carrier dynamics in SI-GaAs, DTEM measurements
were performed under the laser-power condition of Ppump �
Pprobe � 1 mW. Figure 10 shows the time variation of a 3D
map of the amplitude of the THz pulse emission from the rec-
tangular region (12 μm × 5 μm) including both electrodes, as
shown in the bottom illustration, and Fig. 11 shows a spatio-
temporal 3D plot of the amplitude of the THz pulse emitted
along the central line in the x-direction of Fig. 8. As expected
from the PPTS data shown in Fig. 9, the amplitudes of the
THz pulses emitted near the positively and negatively biased
electrodes slowly decreased and increased, respectively,
and did not exhibit any recovery, even 100 ps after the pump
pulse irradiation. Furthermore, the amplitude of the THz pulse
emitted near the positively biased electrode almost com-
pletely disappeared at t � 100 ps, as shown in Fig. 10. These
observed photoexcited-carrier dynamics in SI-GaAs exhibit
quite different characteristics from those in LT-GaAs, indicat-
ing differences in the physical and optical properties of the
photoexcited carriers, such as their mobility and lifetime.

4. SUMMARY
We proposed DTEM to visualize the spatiotemporal dynamics
of the photoexcited carriers in a variety of electronic materials
and devices and constructed a basic system with a spatial
resolution of ∼1.5 μm and a time resolution of ∼0.1 ps. We
demonstrated the superior performance of the system via ex-
periments using LT-GaAs and SI-GaAs PCAs. As for the ultra-
fast process of the formation of electric-field screening caused
by the electron-hole pairs optically excited by pump pulse
irradiation, it was revealed in LT-GaAs PCA that the screening
occurred only ∼0.5 ps after the pump pulse irradiation, and
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Fig. 9. Optical pump-and-probe THz emission spectra observed
near the positive electrode (red), near the negative electrode (blue),
and at the center (black) of the gap region. The arrow at t � 12 ps
indicates the simultaneous irradiation of the pump and probe pulses
to the sample.
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Fig. 10. Time variation of the 3D map of the THz pulse amplitude
emitted from the rectangular region of 12 μm × 5 μm, including both
electrodes, as shown at the bottom. The pump pulse was irradiated to
the entire SI-GaAs area at t � 12 ps.

Fig. 11. Spatiotemporal 3D plot of the amplitude of the THz pulse
emitted along the central line in the x direction of Fig. 8(a). The
red and yellow arrows indicate the middle position in the gap region
between the two electrodes and the time taken for the simultaneous
irradiation of the pump and probe pulses to the sample, respectively.
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then almost decayed within 5 ps. On the other hand, it oc-
curred ∼1.5 ps after the pump pulse irradiation in SI-GaAs
PCA, and then slowly decayed but continued even after
100 ps. Moreover, the spatiotemporal difference in the photo-
excited-carrier dynamics between the PCAs, which indicates
differences in the physical properties of the photoexcited free
carriers such as the carrier mobility and lifetime, was demon-
strated. Our results indicate that DTEM is a promising tool
for evaluating the spatiotemporal dynamics of photoexcited
carriers in a variety of electronic materials and devices.
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